
ENTRANCE DREDGING UPDATE - JANUARY 26, 2016 

 
Dear Harbor User: 

  

Dredging operations continue and the crews continue to make progress in spite of the persistent 

foul weather and surf. The seas are calm today and are expected to remain calm until late 

Thursday. Swells in excess of 15 feet and high surf are forecast again for Friday through Saturday, 

and are expected to bring more sand with them.   

  

The Shana Rae and the Misty Dawn, both fairly deep-draft vessels, successfully exited the harbor 

this week, but watching them do it was both a nail-biter even for the most experienced boaters. 

These professional skippers know their vessels' capabilities and the fickleness of the ocean 

extremely well - even so, they only risked it at a +5 foot tide with the Harbor Patrol and Dauntless 

there to guide and assist if needed. Both vessels were perilously close to the east jetty and timed 

their escapes perfectly with the swell. The Port District is still not recommending transiting the 

entrance until the federal channel is restored back to safe depths, and can't guarantee that the 

Harbor Patrol will be available for assistance, so please - don't put your vessel, yourself or others 

at risk. 

  

The soundings we are posting online give a good representation of the work done by dredging 

operations, as well as the speed with which incoming sand and debris undo it. It is important to 

remember that the soundings cannot be relied upon for navigation - there are no GPS coordinates 

on them, the federal channel both inside and outside the jetties and other navigation guides are not 

currently shown. The Harbor Patrol is currently working with an engineering firm to overlay the 

graphics with survey points and the federal channel to make the soundings more useful for 

boaters. 

  

You may wonder why we don't dredge on a 24/7 schedule. The short answer is because our 

dredging permits restrict us to working from an hour after sunrise to an hour before sunset, i.e. no 

work is permitted after dark. We are also only allowed to work weekends and holidays under 

special emergency declaration. The Port District works very hard to be a good neighbor and is 

respectful of the community's desire to enjoy the beach and ocean views without daily disruptions 

and without complaints to the regulatory agencies. Finally, the many people involved in the 

operation and the equipment they have to use need a rest, particularly after working multiple 11- 

and 12-hour shifts in a row. 

  

Another question we are often asked is why so much water is discharged onto the beach along 

with the sand. Seabright is outfitted with a snorkel head, not the cutter head more typically seen on 

dredges. Cutter heads are used to dig into solid soils, often to establish new channels. The snorkel 

head is more suited for the federal entrance channel because the materials deposited there do not 



need to be cut, but they do need to be vacuumed up. There is a jet pump on Seabright that injects 

water into the sand creating a slurry which is suctioned into the dredge, then pumped out through 

the pipes to the beach. This process enables the operators to hang back a bit and draw sand to 

them, rather than putting the equipment at risk in the surf line. It also results in pumping quite a bit 

of water along with the sand. 

  

We realize the sun is out and the sea is calling, and the harbor community longs to get back on the 

water. Thank you for reading these messages and for the insightful questions and thoughts being 

submitted, and for your understanding of the challenges this El Niño winter is creating. We 

welcome your feedback and also want to remind everyone that the naming contest for the new 

dredge runs through February 1
st
. Please send entries and inquiries to the general mailbox at 

scpd@santacruzharbor.org . 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Lisa Ekers, Port Director 

 
Santa Cruz Harbor 
135 5

th
 Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95062 

831.475.6161   www.santacruzharbor.org 
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